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Poetry makes things happen 
afterword to Dropped In The Dark Box by John M. Bennett 

 

Open your book to page 6 and read "towel in the furnace". Would there be any time if we 

didn't say anything? I say the answer is yes, but it would be a different kind of time. 

Imagine enduring or enjoying a Thanksgiving dinner with your extended family, four or five 

generations of your extended family. The clock says dinner lasted fifty-three minutes. Your 

family members have twenty other opinions. The clock is a fact. Our experiences are 

alternative facts. If we didn't say anything our world would be only the clock. We speak 

rusted time disbound if soaked in tongue wet and dusty. Only a clock could prefer the fact 

of the clock to the poems of human experience. 

 

Open your book to page 12 and read "found the fistula," which might be thought of as a 

kind of mini ars poetica. Agglutination is the clumping of particles. The particles in question 

here are the l e t t e r s of the alphabet. These particular particles, when clumped, are 

called words. Their deglutination in a poem is fakery, also known as artifice or poetic 

device. The fistula in the title is an abnormal or surgically made passage. The energy of 

the-poem-in-the-poet passes through this artificial opening, across the gap of an imaginary 

mindspace, shared by all (via the anarchic telepathy of the poem), all the way over to, the 

reader. Okay. 

 

Now, open your book to page 31 and read "grave gravel." From one perspective, possibly 

that of the poet, there is no poem entitled "grave gravel." Do not let that discourage you 

from reading it. Read it in all directions. It is many poems at once. Maybe get together with 

some of your friends and read it in many directions at once. Or go hear the Be Blank 

Consort perform. Some of what you hear from them will sound like the shoe cheese 

cheese shoe of "grave gravel." 

 

Open your book to page 57 and gaze for more than a moment at "Transduction of a 

Caligramme by Guillaume Appolinaire." Stare at it. Attempt to decipher its inherently 

polysemic calligraphy. Turn to page 58 and read the transliteration of the transduction. 

Then return to page 57 where you will find the reading process, while still much slower 

than for example the pace employed for reading the front page of your local newspaper, 

less frequently frustrated by futile attempts to determine which of Bennett's several 

languages has given us the word "choctiton." Poems by definition thwart any attempt at an 

easy and simple reading. Perhaps all poems are at least partially about reading. All visual 

poems are always primarily about reading, about the construction of meanings, about the 

collaborative process of constructing meanings by a reader and an author. The inherently 
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polysemic nature of Bennett's calligraphic visual poems foregrounds the slow process of 

collaboratively constructing a range of meanings as a reading. 

 

Open your book to page 94 and read the poem entitled "the stroke mastication." Near the 

center of the poem is an exceptionally large capital 'F'. We recall, upon encountering this 

'F', that line two ends with the letter 'f', allowing us to read both "lag" and "flag" as distinct 

words across the line-break. 
 

suction open f 

lag yr chest a 

 

When we arrive at the central 'F' we will have just passed the word "ogstorm", a truncated 

neologism. Appearing on the next line, just below "ogstorm," the large 'F' completes the 

coinage "fogstorm". Perhaps the (temporary) absence of the initial 'f' is intended to 

increase the fogginess of the word. In the line following the capital 'F' we find the partial 

words "aceless" and "aze," both of which are meaningfully completed by the addition of the 

floating 'F'. That complete line 
 

aceless aze con 

 

followed by the line 

 

amintion o it's 

 

forces the brain to watch itself as it actively invents possible meanings, selecting and 

discarding among them. 

con animation. no. 

confirmation not even close confamintion no. 

con T amination no. 

ammunition badminton no & no etc & etc until the mind gives up... 

It is an interesting swarming search to watch as it unfolds. Especially since it is happening 

in one's own mind. 
 

Open your book to page 122 and read "the lunch X." At the end of line two into the 

beginning of line three we have ten letters, an em space, and a line break strategically 

combined / aligned / sequenced to do the work of two words comprised of twelve letters    

(and an em space) 

 

wat ch 

owder 

 
watch chowder 
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Concoct meanings as you wish, sort and sift them at your pleasure, discard them in the 

end and simply (which in context means complexly) enjoy the machinery of the poem at 

work. This is the what and the why of many a Bennett poem. It takes some effort to get to 

it, but it is always worth the work. Poems make things happen. Little things, yes, but worlds 

are made of little things, lives are made of little things. A poem should mean and be and 

do, simultaneously and sequentially.  

 

The second poem on page 122 is entitled 'X'. It builds the word "div orce", taken from line 

one of "the lunch X," beginning with the letter 'd' and continuing, one letter at a time, to 

"divorc." Following "divorc" is a blank line, and then "divorcaTexe e." Cf. divert, from di- 

‘aside’ + vertere ‘to turn’. See also the origins of verse, Old English fers, from Latin versus 

‘a turn of the plow, a furrow, a line of writing’, from vertere ‘to turn’; reinforced in Middle 

English by Old French vers, from Latin versus . 

 

Consider Isidore Isou, from Introduction à une Nouvelle Poésie et une Nouvelle Musique. 

Paris: Gallimard, 1947: 

Still IX Words are family garments. 

           Poets enlarge words every year. 

           Words already have been mended so much they are in stitches. 

Pathetic X     People think it is impossible to break words. 

Still X   Unique feelings are so unique that they can not be  

         popularized. Feelings without words in the dictionary  

               disappear. 

Pathetic XI     Every year thousands of feelings disappear for lack 

                             of a concrete form. 

Still XI  Feelings demand living space. 

 
If we have mixed feelings/thoughts about Isou, perhaps it is because we have mixed 

thoughts/feelings about poetry, as we should, as the poem -- any poem, every poem -- 

demands of us, and as each component of each poem uniquely requires of us... letters, 

spaces, line breaks,  

words, phrases, lines, sentences, stanzas.  

 

Read a poem once and you know that it exists. Read it twice and you might think you know 

some of what it means. Read it three times and you suspect it of nonexistence. The poem 

will not sit still for your inspection. It will not stand for scrutiny. While reading it the fourth 

time you suspect you have some sort of slithering, slippery, shape-shifting chimera before 

your eyes. It is made of signs and sings and sounds and sooouuunds, slimy shifting 

symbols and sticky surfaces. 
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d 

di 

div 

divo 

divor 

divorc 

divorcaTexe e 

 

Poetry makes things happen, makes us happy, makes us happy by making things happen. 

 

February 2019 

 

 

 
 
 
 

ALPHABET NOIR by Nico Vassilakis 

(c_L Books, Portland, OR, 2016) 

 

Alphabet Noir 1 

 

i like the size of Alphabet Noir. if i place my wrist on the lower left corner and spread my 

fingers my hand is almost exactly the size of your book. i know some of what i will find 

inside this book, so i begin by looking and touching and measuring. soon i'll start reading. 

first i read the blurbs. Blonk is on it: writing in general leads to more writing; poems in 

particular lead to more poems. having finished with the back cover i begin reading by 

flipping through from back to front, pausing a few times when something -- page layout and 

design, typographical contrasts -- catches my eye. I notice on page 59 your reference to 

Solt's new poet-reader. 50 years later we still feel the need. 
 

A New Poet-Reader 

jim leftwich 

04.19.2017 

 

To destroy the material design of the poem soaked in words can humanize the tradition of 

oral typography advertised on our clothes. 

 

Someone has already imagined the pick-up truck littered with letters preceding the 

washing machine and the constellation. 
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The worlds of contours floundering in coincidence are flooded with visual poems. 

 

The world as a visual poem is the cosmic material itself. 

 

Spirituality wishes to form in writing the peculiar contemporary fish suddenly historical. 

 

Facts are lost in the silent environment. 

 

Poets are fragments of an impossible poem. 

 

The pages of the world are touched and mettled as in a return to the ground of a previous 

language. 

 

Neither goat nor peyote, the perception of an exploration lies in the design of its making. 

 

The present is not the only hymn of the real. 

 

Throughout the shut message conveyed by the will of the world an unpredictable weather 

is reading the gloss of itself as an invitation to cause problems. 

 

Semantic freedom tarnished by a penetrating framework. 

 

Letters occupy the common carom of an arrow in style. 

 

Associational and delicious, like the moon in a poem, restraint is used to change the 

essential characteristics of a sentence. 

 

Utmost violence personal organic meaning emerges in seams strictly beginning upon 

physical letters. 

 

Organic tooth-magic arrangement also paragraphs and parentheses, tracking its own 

golden elephant through the sparkle of an ageless crystal, words staring intently into their 

econometric hourglass, perfect balloons neutral shining warnings, simple decorative 

meanings hiding in the trash adapt to expensive garbage, so yields the turtle, do not 

hesitate before these beautiful spells, horizontal and ultimate in your semantic space. 

 

Imagine the poems as a playhouse created by reversals in silence. 
 

Tempted by the sun, the sounds of emphatic clarity are unnecessary. 


